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Crniser KO/n in Foetten Fiord, 19th Jnly_ Slie lies in the berth formerlv
nrr ̂ ied hv the 7'/>/>i/r. A senes of booms off shore is arrange^
oeciipicci iy to simulate a ship. (p.R.r.)

Invasi‘»n armada near Gdynia, l.st .August;
2 escort vessels. 7 invasion barges and 12

tank landing craft. (F.R.U.)
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COASTAL COMMAND IN THE BATTLE OF THE ATLANTIC, JULY, 1941-JUNE, 1942

llie Review for March and April (No. 2, p. 24)
cbhtdned a survey of the air offensive against
U-Boats, with special reference to the second
haH of 1941. This is illustrated by Chart I,
wMch shows the distribution of attacks on

U-Boats by aircraft, as well as the sinkings of
ships by U-Boats, in the Western Approaches
dtiring that half-year. It will be seen that the
U-Boats usually operated at a range of at least
300 miles from Cbastal Command bases. Their

unwillingness to attack closer in may be attributed
largely to the great number of patrols flown
within that radius and to the potential air striking
force that could there be brought to bear.

Chart II shows the air attacks on U-Boats
and their sinkings of shipping in the Western
Approaches for the following six months, the
first half of 1942. There were practically no
ships sunk within ordinary patrol range of the
Coastal Command bases. But U-Boat activity
in the ocean had diminished ; they were now
busy in American waters, instead of attacking

convoys. Consequently practically all the U-

y

Boats
that we attacked were on passage, and the number
of our attacks dwindled from about 100 to about

70 in these two half-years. But the month.
S5nnbols in Chart II show that the trend was
rising again towards niidsummer, with the
intensification of the air offensive in the Bay of
Biscay and its extension farther south to the
north coast of Spain.

Since then the number of attacks has continued
to rise ; there were 88 in the Western Approaches
during July and August, a record for any two-
monthly period. Indeed, the total number of
attacks in all areas from January to August,
1942, is 194, which is not much l^s than the
number made in all the first 21 months of the
war. In 1942 about 40 U-Boats have already
been either sunk or seriously damaged. The
use of torpex-filled shallow-set depth-charges has
greatly increased the power of our attacks from
the middle of May onwards.

ANTI-SUBMARINE ACTIVITIES, JULY AND AUGUST

from our coasts as possible—a clear sign of the
deterrent effect our aircraft have produced. The
homebound Canadian convoy SC.94 was first
attacked on 6th August, 540 miles north-west of
St. John's, Newfoimdland, and one ship sunk.
In the afternoon of the 8th four ships were sunk.
On the 9th, five Liberators of 120 Squadron
were sent to escort this convoy; four succeeded
in meeting it, though it was then about 700 miles
west of Ireland; they sighted two U-Boats and
attacked one of them. In the morning of the 10th
four more ships >yere sunk. Close escort was
provided from 1300 hours to midnight by four
Liberators and one U.S.N. Catalina made a
sweep from Iceland. During the 10th five sightings
and four attacks were made by these aircraft.
These operations broke up the U-Boats’" attack,
and the convoy steamed its last 500 or so miles
unmolested, though probably it was still being
shadowed by U-Boats on the 11th, when two
Liberator escorts were sent—one of which did not
meet the convoy.

The other two “ pack ” attacks, on OS.37 and
SL.118, were in the south of the Bay ; again the
escorting aircraft had considerable success in
attacking U-Boats, and only one ship was lost.
These operations are summarised in the following
table, showing the results achieved by aircraft
and the sinkings of merchant vessels on the days
when U-Boats and our aircraft were in contact

with the convoys.

These two months have seen a very large and
constat increase in the number of U-Boats
sighted and attacked by Coastal Command.
There were 64 sightings and 34 attacks in July,
88 sightings and 62 attacks in August, including
fimires for Gibraltar, and 17 chance sightings by
Saft on passage and by P.R.U. (Chart III).
This two-months’ record of 152 sightings and
96 attacks exceeds the total results for the first

months of this year: 124 sightings and
88 attacks.

attacks caused the obvious sinking of
one was the joint victim of a

Three
U-Boats;

of 502 Squadron and a Lancaster of
two

ci^auadron in the Bay in July, while the other

^ as destroyed by a U.S.N. Catalina south of
? 1 and in August. Several more attacks probably

to sinkings. The results of these attacks
Ifve not all been officially assessed, but the

●  orovement noted in the last issue has probably
S further.

The very large number of attacks has been due
xhree causes—the large scale of flying under-

+aten by the Command, the successful operations
' ,r^ertaken, largely by Iceland aircraft, against
^Boats passing Northern Scotland and Iceland

route from Germany to the Atlantic, and the
trrtum of the U-Boats to pack-attacks on this
Se of the Atlantic. AUowmg for the increased
rthrt nut into it, our offensive in the Bay has

had about . , t
iiTiffie last Review. May and June.

U-
en

●3irI Ckmvosrs ^ ^ ^
" in July and August 112 convoys and 38 inde
pendently routed ships were given aircraft
Srotection, involving a tot^ of 737 sorties, of
toch 532 were sent as close escort. Of the
^roraft sent to the convoys 83 per cent, succeeded
in finding them, and of those sent to independents,
l^' per cent.

The “ pack ” attacks by U-Boats on convoys
during August are worthy of special mention, as
they seem -to indicate a change in policy : the
lenemy are resorting to submerged attack in the
(daytime and carry out their attacks as far out

(C46406)

» a ■s g43-g

IS5.-S gW -o 8a s %P c3a*

S.C. 94—
August 9-11

O.S. 37—
August 16-18

S.L.118—
August 19-22

2 4 5 410 7

0 04 2 02

2 3 3*2 4 1

4 13 lO* 516 7

27

{* One attack was by cannon only.)
B*

i
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Sightings and Attacks by Squadrons, July ahd
Angost

U-Boats in Tran^t from Gennany

From 20th Jtily to 31st August the operations .
between Iceland and Scotland led to 38 sightings,
of which 30 resulted in attacks. The attacks in
■the Scotland-Faroes channel at the end of May
(mentioned in the previous issue) seem to have
driven the U-Boats further north. No sightings
were made in this channel in June or August,
and only one in July. The Squadrons operating
from Iceland therefore obtained the best results  : c  i **t;

Squadron.

, ocn 10 Sundetlands, Mount Batten
the Hudson squadron No. 269 made 16 sightings gj whitieys, cMvenor
(14 attacks), and the U.S.N. Catalinas of No. 73 58 Whitleys, st. Evai
Squadron iine sightings (nine attacks). !;

These operations show a striking resemblance 172 s^chijght WeUingtons, Chiven-
to those of exactly a year ago,' when several orandwicWellingtons, Dale304
U-Boats were moving through this area, and
No. 269 Squadron made seve^ attacks—one of
which led to the capture of U.570 (H.M.S. Graph).
History has almost repeated itself (page 6).

d
3>>. ●

CO

.3a

g
V)

611 0
4 0 4
5 31 r

33 0
01 1

6 40
9 8 is)

311 (Czech) Wellingtons, Talbenny.
461 Sunderlands, Mount Batten
502 Whitleys, St. Eval

10 O.T.U. Whitleys, St. Eval

0
8 0 8
3 0 1

44 0
3 0 I

15 Group
120 Liberators, Ballykelly (and Pre-

dannock) .. ..
224 Hudsons, Three ..
500 Hudsons, Stornoway

1406 Met. Hudsons, Aldergrove

18 Grouf>
48 Hudsons, Sumburgh

240 Catalinas, SuUom Voe ..
248 Beaufighters, Wick
608 Hudsons, Wick ..

Iceland
73 U.S.N. Catalinas (P.B.Y.)

269 Hudsons ..
■ 330 (Norwegian) Catalinas, Northrops

612 Whitleys ●●
1407 Met. Hudsons ..

A Combat on Anti-submarine Patrol
Wellington J/172.was attacked at very close

range by two Arados, When a hundred miles south
of the Scillies, at 0615 hours on 15th July, The
Wellington jettisoned its depth-charges and dived-
to sea-level, with its starboard aileron control shot
away and the port aileron badly damaged. The
intercom, was out of action and the wireless
operator wounded in the leg in the first attack.
The Wellington replied with cannon and machine-
gun* fire; One Aradb broke away, with flames
and black smoke pouring from it, .and was laat
seen sitting on the sea with dense smoke coming Gibraltar
from it. The other Arado flew away to inv^ti- ● sunderiands, Catalinas ..
gate. The Wellington, with one leg of its under-
earoage unserviceable and the engines damaged,
set course for base. . It crash-landed at Portreath,
and four of the crew were injured.

210 Catalinas ,.
233 Hudsons ..

Chance sightings by transit,

14 1 7
2 0 1
6 0 4

i1 0

2 0 2
02 0

1 0 0
2 0 2

16 0 9
16 0 14
6 0 2 I
5 0 2
1 ,  0 1

5 0 3

 ferry,
civil, aircraft, etc.

2 0 2
04 8 I

5 0 0

12 0 b
93152 2

atTACB! »» STOBIAKiraiS, JULY ADD AUGUST
I

ITHE MOST I

13th July, the same Wellington
Two Searehh^t Attacks ^ H/172, at 1,000 ft., obtamed a Special Equipment

At 0455 hours on 6th July, ^®^^--,j„ment contact seven miles ahead. At f milft range
flying at 1,000 ft,, received a Spepi^^^ a&craft an<l ^ying at 300 ft., the searchlight was switched
contact at a range of seven mileS; , ■ gg^J.cJllight oa, and a UrBoat was sighted making 12 knots,
homed, and switching on the niaking The U-Boat iiiimediately .opened up y^th cannoii
when one mile away, sighted a xJ-Boat’s fire from the rear end of the bridge, but ceased
JiO knots, i^e attack was made . being when the aircraft was J mile away.

U-Boat w^ carried out from the U-Boat/s
SSr ’ port Tfiarter with four torpex depth-charges,

fining tower Stdl visib . the spray released while the U-Boat was still on the surfeee.
All the depth-charges exp _ »^ making it The explosions corapletety obscured it, making it

completely enveloping tl:^ « When the difficult to estimate where each depth-charge
difficult to see where each naa water, exploded. The rear gunner who fired 400 roufi%

,  subsided, a l^^e ® clearly as the into the explosions, saw a red glow appear tbrouglh.
50-75 yards across, could bo ^ ^ possible that the searchligbt so
sp

aircraft flew dbwn moon- im ^ sharply dazzled the gun’s crew and hndge personnel, that
to ISO yards m diameter, ^ enclosing ^ey lost tbeir nerve and got down the cQfifii^
dtefined ting the orinary sea, tower preparatory to CTash diving. From the '
water appreciably darker j_._g of estimated position of the explosio,^, the depths
suggesting tifese searchhght eharges probably feU just out of lethal rafiae
diesel oa. f^^ce ” can^be ahead of tiie pressurehuB. (46°42'N.,04°55'W).attacks , no accurate ,attep ,
expected, and even a roiigh asses^en ^
b

AdTointStiU
e attempted because pf the limited oppo .

for observation during the atiack. (compare FL 3)
(46P 10' N., 06^40'W )

At 123$ hours on I7th July, Whitley
flying at 503 ft., sighted a U-*-boai two miles away

f]
:: I

J
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fflalkmg 8-^10 knots. The aircraft lost height,
ahdi attacked from the U-Boat’s port beam

angle of 90® to the track, releasing from

t^fi. six torpex depth charges (set to 25 ft.,
1^^ to 40ft.), while the conning-tower and
^^●were stO above water. The stick straddled
i^e iU-Boat, depth-charges falling on either side
p|lt jnst forward of the conning-tower, which was
y^apletely hidden by the spray. The tip of the

was plainly seen close to the explosions.

U-Boat already damaged badly by H.502 un
doubtedly completed the collapse of the strained
●pressure, hull. (44° 57' N., 13° 02' W.)

Attacked Two U-Boats and Bombed Himself
At 1013 homs on 26th July, Hudson E/269,

flying at 6,000 ft.,*sighted a wake 20 miles ahead
in extreme visibility. The aircraft set course
towards the wake, maintaining cloud cover, and
on emerging into a clear patch of sky identified
a U-Boat twelve miles ahead, making ten knots.
The aircraft dived to sea-level, approached from
dead astern, and attacked the U-Boat, which
submerged when still miles away. About
half a minute after it disafppeared, four depth-

About one minute later, the U-Boat resurfaced,
,b&sre.tot, just clear of the leading edge of the
plosion mark. The conning-tower then broke
§i^ace, and the U-Boat moved very slowly in
a circle to port. There was a thick patch of oil,  , ,  j j x
at least 100 yards in diameter, around it and more *¥.
oil in the area of the explosion mark. The of the U-Boat, which, howetrer. was
■Whitley attacked again with two A/S bombs. too deep to sust^ more tto a sb^g.
whieh feU short, and the rear gunner fired two unfavourable wea&CT conditions
Lsts as he passed over the U-Boat. Itcontinued creditable showmg.
[tiirningslowly until at 1248 it gradually disappeared ^ N., 19 24 W.)
stem down. As a result of H/502’s excellent
(depth-charge attack this. U-Boat was so disabled
^t F/61 was able to finish it off two hours later.
^ Lancaster flying at 1,500 ft., sighted
bilrpatch several himdred yards long' and about
iOC> yards wide, six to eight miles away. The
nilot altered course to investigate, and at 1422
hours a track was sighted about four miles off,
about half a mile from the oil-patch. A moment
r ter the comiing-tower of a U-Boat was seen
"oving very’ slowly. The pilot immediately
^'mbed iuto cloud, altering course to get on to

U-Boat's starboard beam. The Lancaster
broke cloud at 2,000 ft. a little later, and found

U-Boat one mile away on its port beam.
^ pilot dived to attack, circling to port, but

+he U-Boat was altering course to port he
his own track forward. The final run An ingenious Atindk

tffas made at an angle of 45° to the U-Boat’s
its starboard bow, and ten 250-lb.

charges were released from 100 ft. (set to
spaled to 35 ft.) while the U-Boat

# ^ the surface,
f  stick straddled the U-Boat half-way

^ the bows and the conning-tower. When
and spray which completely hid the

had settled, it had stopped, so the
W^BO » cUmbed to 800 ft., and approached to
i-^^a bombing attack. The U-Boat’s gun

fire and tracer passed fairly close to the
.  whose front-gunner immediately replied,
^S^some of the U-Boat’s gun’s crew. At
'^^hoUfs two 250-lb. A/S bombs were released

S)0 ft., and they appeared to fall very near
'Aboard side of the conning-tower. The
^dircled and attacked again but the two

ir- bombs hung up. All three gunners
at the U-Boat, which did not reply.

S  The WeUingtpn turned to port, and attacked

,
tail-fused instantaneous, while the stem and the
conning tower were still aibove the water. The
resulting explosion was so violent that the aircraft
rose considerably, and both main-planes, the
fuel tanks and the bomb doors were holed by
splinters. This was probably due to the bombs
detonating on hitting the water. No member
of the crew saw where- the bombs actually fell;
a large area of white foam about 200 yards long
was seen afterwards, but its injuries and the loss
of petrol forced the Hudson to set course for
base immediately. (59° 56' N., 18° 44' W.)

an

The

At 1723 hours on 10th August, Wellington
H/311, flying at 1,500 ft., sighted a U-Boat
making eight knots, eight miles away on its
stEurboard beam. The . aircraft turned sharply to
starboard with the sun behind it, and gained the
cover of a small patch of cloud. Emerging from
the cloud two miles from the U-Boat, the aircraft
dived to attack down sun from its port quarter
at an angle of 30° to its track. Realising tiiat he
might overshoot, the pilot only released three of
his torpex depth-charges (set to 25 ft., spaced to
40-45 ft.) from 30 ft., while the U-Boat was still
on the surface. This stick straddled the target.
No. 1 exploding about lO ft. from its port bow!

was

the

After the explosions the U-Boat slowed down
considerably. Uuring the run up the front
gunner had opened fire at three men on the
U-Boat’s bridge. The U-Boat replied with twin
light machine-gtl^, moimted immediately forward

of the erew jumped or fell ove^oard. again from ahead on track, releasing the three
“  Ls^caster cu-cled ^ain and made a further remaining depth-charges from 30 ft. while the

attack vdth the two bombs which ovCTshot by conning-tower and part of the stem were still

,
of the bridge casing.

the S

The

about 20 yards. At 1444 the crew ab^doned above water. No. 3 of this stick fell right on the
ship,,; ^jmaxLte later the bow lifted shghtly and estimated position of the U-Boat’s bows. Soon
(the U^dat foundered stern first. after, an oil patch 100 yards a<^oss was seen :

b
o

een lent to Coastal by Bomber the site of the attack ; half was light in colour and
n

(ie^aiid, anti-sub- the rest dark brown. In the centre of patch
warfare. Their T.N.T. depth-charges could a succession of large bubbles persisted for five

hit lethal fo a U-Boat on the surface, and a mimites, so that it looked as though the surface
liniss by an A/S bomb is also not lethal in were boiling. Thirty-five minutes later tiie pil-

ityif. OBut the first two attacks by F/61 on a patch had grown to about 150 yards in diameter.

Twenty minutes later E/269 sighted another
U-Boat 15 miles away. The aircraft dived through
cloud, attacking from the U-Boat’s starboard
bow, and from 200 ft. released two A/S bombs

I
-  ,{e4fl40^) 3*2I'
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them to the surface and submerging them agaiiii
Most of the black objects came up on the edge
of the patch nearest the explosion mark, where
there was also a very marked light green streak
under water.

After the second bomb explosion a large
quantity of oil spread round the foam patch,
first as a ring, and finally in a large patch which
reached nearly as far as the explosion mark.
The foam patch was still 30 yards in diameter
when the aircraft had to return to base 38 minutes

after the depth-charge explosions. There is no
question but that the U-Boat must have been
very severely shaken and damaged, if not
destroyed. (46° 08' N., 13° 28' W.)

T^e extremely good approach, making use of
limited doud cover and the sun, completely
surprised the U-Boat, and was followed by an
unorthodox but intelligent attack, which straddled
the U-Boat the first time and scored a hit the
second time. The oil and bubbles show that the

U-Boat was damaged, probably "extensively,
while-the crew must have been very severely
shaken. (45-59 N., 07-44 W.)

A Salvo Attack

At 0900 hours on 12th August, Wellington
W/311, flying at 2,000 ft., sighted the conning-
tower of a U-Boat making ten knots, five miles
ahead. ,The aircraft dived to attack from the
U-Boat’s port quarter at 30° to the track, and
released six torpex depth-charges (set to 25 ft.,
spaced to 36 ft.) from 50 ft., while the periscope
with a marked wake was stiU visible. The first
four depth-charges exploded in a salvo right on
the periscope, and resulted half a minute later in
an ofi-patch as large as 400-500 yards across,
vdth dirty brown eddies in the centre. This
oil-patch was stiU churning when the aircraft had
to return to base at 0915 hours. This was a

most unorthodox attack in that four 'depth-
charges were released together in a salvo, but
fully ji^tified for the very large quantity of oil
pomts to the U-Boat having been very seriously
damaged, if not destroyed. (46° 20' N., 06° 30' W.)

A U-Boat Sunk and Crew Raptured

At dawn on 20th Au^st, PBY (Catalina) P/73
of the U.S.N. was flying ofl Iceland when a
vessel was seen a mile and a half away, at 0510
hours. “ At first sight it appeared to be a de
stroyer, so a recognition signal was fired from
the port blister. As we closed to a mile, it was
apparent that the object was a submarine, doing
less than four knots on a course at right angles
to ours. At the time, we were fl5dng at about
500 ft. As we dived, the U-Boat ignited a flare
fixed to the conning tower, which showed a white
to yeUow light. There were three men on the
conning-tower, and as we came close they waved
at us. . We carried four 325-lb.. depth-bombs
on the port wing and two on the starboard;
one hung up, five were released. Two columns
of water between 75 and 100 ft. high rose on
either side of the U-Boat, and about eight ft.
abaft of its conning tower. The men on our after
station saw the greater portion of the U-Boat
lifted clear out of the water. We made two runs
firing both our-guns, the U-Boat replying with
machine-gun and cannon. By this time it
listing heavily to starboard. WeU aft, and appa
rently on the port side, a powerful column of
dirty white appearance was shooting into the
air at a height of some 75 ft. ; probably this
was a mixture of compressed air, oil and water
The U-Boat was leaving a very clear oil slick
30 to 40 ft. wide, behind, as it dodged very sharply
at short intervals. ^ ̂

was

Unusual Eroptions
At 0939 hours

T? n(\A fl - 4. 1 August, Wellington
R/304. flpng at 1,500 ft., sighted a fully surfaced
U-Boat two miles away on the starboard bow,
mal^g 8-TO knots. The aircraft turned to
starboard but when it was stiU a mUe away the
Fir 1 port, apparently under
.  submerged; The pilot
mcreased his turn, and attacked from the U-Boat’s
starboard quarter at 30° to its track, releasing
^ depth-charges (set to 25 ft., maximum spacing)
from 50 ft., 20 seconds after the U-Boat had
disappeared. Immediately before the release
either the periscope or the gaUows (which support
the jumpmg wire at the after end of the U-Boat)
could be seen moving about 30 yards ahead of
the swirl. The stick straddled the U-Boat’s
line of advance about the same distance ahead of
the swirl.

A sea-marker was dropped, and five minutes
after the attack a patch of foam, about three
yards across, appeared about 150 yards ahead of
the explosion mark, growing rapidly tiU it was
30 yards across and circiilar in shape, with
contmuous bubbles rising in the middle. The
whole patch looked as white as paper in contrast
to the sea. The aircraft released an A/S bomb
two mmutes, and another five minutes after the
appearance of the foam patch ; the first missed,
the second feU two or three yards from the edge
of the ' patch, which was stiU boiling. The
exptoaon of the second bomb was twice as large
^  first, ̂ d immediately after it the
boihng mcreased, and black objects began to
come to the surface in the middle of the foam
patch. Some of these objects were circular,
lookmg not unlike human heads, others were
large and triangular and others oblong,
went on for about a minute, but the objects
could not be identified owing to the turbulent
surface of the foam patch, which kept bringing

on

This

We withdrew to a distance of several mUes
jusjt below the clouds, and circled- the submarine’
broadcasting to aU ships in the vicinity for
assistance in finishing the battle. The sky
completely overcast, and there were
rain squ^s. At about 0600 hours

was
numerous

one squall
settled over the U-Boat, and we lost contact
We searched the area as weU as we could for about
one half-hour, and finaUy bumped into the naval
force and convoy we had been assigned to cover
in whose path, some five miles ahead, the U-Boat
had obviously been waiting. We notified them
of our attack. Then we started a creeping line
of search ahead with no results. Our next move ‘
was a sector search aft, about two hours after
our attack.

On the first leg of this search we sighted a huge
oil slick. It must have been at least a mile by
a half-mile, and very definite. We flew over it,
and then sighted our U-Boat close aboard an
Icelandic fishing vessel. The U-Boat lay well
over on its side, with men all about in the water



Plate 2

Pens
IniildiUK
in Basin

Above, stem in <v crush ilivo, Ittih August.

Middle, swirl at the time of attack, nth July.

Below, the base at Bordeaux. Idth August; four I '-Boats can he seen, one of which is in dry
dock ; work is in jirogress on covered I'-Boat pens; compare issue Xo. 2, Plate 4. (I’.K.II.)

(P;58.)

('l'/58, S('f page 7.)



Plate 3 I

Dropping leaflets on a tunnyman in the Bay of Biscay, 29th July (4fil Squadron). I'rench
fishermen were warned to leave the sea clear for us outside their coastal waters under

pain of attack. One fisherman was so frightened by the leaflet he received that he
went straight to England rather than face the journey home.

I

(C.C.D.U.)British submarine seen by Leigh searchlight from 500 feet.

A cf)rvctte'.s deptli-cliarge attack, 17th .\ugust. (B;2I0.)

i
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life-jackets, some on the Icelander’s deck
aAd a few on their own deck. Just after we flew
over, we were fired on again. We did not return
&e, for fear of. danger to the Icelandic vessel,
(but set course for the naval force. As soon as we

sighted it, we opened up on blinker requesting a
destroyer to come and pick up prisoners. Per
mission was granted, and the destroyer blinked,
,^king us to lead her to it. We blinked a course.

then kept contact with the U-Boat, returning
every few minutes to check the destroyer’s course.
When the destroyer came within five miles and
we headed back the third time, the U-Boat had
sunk—^three hours after the attack. All the
survivors were on the trawler, off which the
destroyer took 52 prisoners.” When they
interrogated, it should become knovm whether the
U-Boat was scuttled. (61° 25' N., 14° 40' W.)

are

OTHER ATTACKS ON SUBMARINES, JULY AND AUGUST

It has not been possible to include all the very
good or unusual attacks on U-Boats made in

July and Au^st, as many of the complete returns
had not arrived at the time of going to press,
especially those from Iceland and Gibraltar.

Failure of depth-charges to release has spoilt
some promising attacks ; others might have been
lethal if torpex had been available.

From a few instances, it seems that one tactical
point is not clearly appreciated. When a U-Boat
dives before it can be certain that the aircraft

●has seen it, the aircraft, unless nearing P.L.E.,
should wait for it to resurface instead of dropping
depth-charges which can only get it by a fluke.

water for about 45 seconds. It then slowly dis
appeared with no forward movement, and air
bubbles became more numerous for nearly a
minute, after which they gradually ceased. The
dark colour of the water in the centre of the
explosion mark suggests oil, and the large
quantities of air bubbles point to emergency
blowing of tanks. Superficially at least, this
attack resembles the one made by V/58 in May,
which sank the submarine. {Coastal Command
Review, No. 3, p. 11.) (59° 36' N., 8°,34' W.)

♦

At 0848 hours on 15th July, Whitley B/502,
flying at 3,400 ft., sighted a U-Boat making
8 knots, 4 miles away on the port bow. The
aircraft circled to port, keeping up sun, and
dived to attack from almost astern of the U-Boat,
achieving complete surprise. Six torpex depth-
charges (set to 25 ft., spaced to 36 ft.) were
released from 40 ft., while the stern was stiU
above the water; it disappeared in the interval
between the entry and the explosion of the
depth-charges. The first depth-charge fell about
30 yards ahead and slightly to port of the swirl,
while the remainder straddled the U-Boat at a
very fine angle.

The aircraft dropped a smoke-float, and then
climbed to 1,000 ft., so as to be able to drop
A/S bombs if the U-Boat resmrfaced. It didn’t,
but 5-10 minutes after the attack an oblong
patch of oil, 150 yards long, was seen about
30 yards ahead of the explosion mark. Although
the approach tactics were very good, the stick
appears to have been correct for range, and the
oil-patch points to some damage in the fuel tanks,
the fine of the depth-charges was probably
slightly to port of the U-Boat’s line of advance,
thus putting them just out of lethal range.
(45° 08' N., 10° 53' W.)

On 5th July Whitley T/58, flying at 3,000 ft.,
sighted a U-Boat four miles away making eight
knots, at 1732 hours. The aircraft turned to
port, and attacked from the U-Boat’s starboard
bow at an angle of 15° to its track, releasing from
50 ft. three torpex and three T.N.T. depth-charges
(set to 25 ft., spaced to 36 ft.), three seconds
after it had disappeared (Plate 2). No. 2 depth-
charge exploded 50 yards ahead of the swirl,
and the remainder exploded as spaced. Some
of the depth-charge plumes Were almost black,
suggesting that oil was mixed with the spray,
and this may have been due to one or more of
the blister tanks being burst open. Immediately
afterwards a patch of oil arose, 80 ft. across, and
live minutes later it had spread to 150 yards.

Six minutes after the explosions the bows of the
U-Boat came up at an extremely steep angle and
protruded about 15 ft. out of the water for one
minute, after which it went down a little, then
came up again and finally disappeared at the
same steep angle. On analysis it appears that
four of the depth-charges (Nos. 2, 3, 4 and 5) were
correct for range and line and thus lethal in plan
and depth, so that there is no doubt that this
U-Boat was seriously damaged and it may well
have been destroyed. . (46° 02' N., 08° 58' W.)

★ . ♦

At 1438 hours on 15th July Wellington T/311,
flying at 2,000 ft., sighted a U-Boat 15-20 miles
away. It dived inunediately. The aircraft
dropped a sea marker and went away up sun.
Seven minutes later T/311 returned and*-found the
U-Boat had resurfaced and was travelling at
8 knots. The aircraft attacked from the U-Boat’s
starboard bow at an angle of 15° to the track,
releasing six torpex depth-charges (set to 25 ft.,
spaced to 45 ft.) from 50 ft. while the stern and
conning-tower were still above water. The first
three depth-charges undershot, but the remainder
straddled the U-Boat and their explosions
veloped it in spray. The pilot then did a tight
turn to port, and was back over the site of the
attack 30 seconds later. Two underwater
explosions were seen, the foam rising some feet
above the surface at the leading edge of the
plosion mark; these were probably the visual

b*3

en-

ex-

* *

On 6th July, at 0820 hours, Hudson S/500,
flying at 3,000 ft. in visibility 3 miles, sighted a
U-Boat making 8 knots 2^ miles away. The
aircraft attacked from the U-Boat's starboard
beam, releasing four torpex depth-charges (set
to 25 ft., spaced to 40 ft.) from 50 ft., while it was
StiU on the surface. Nos. 1 and 2 depth-charges
straddled the U-Boat just in front of its gun and
abaft the conning-tower. The Hudson circled to
port and saw the explosion mark, 200 yards across
wth a white foam edge and dark-coloured water
in the centre,
surface at the western edge of this mark, and
30 seconds later the conning-tower reappeared
among them and remained visible half out of the

(046406)

Many air bubbles came to the

I
ii
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efEbcts of the blowing of the U-Boat’s tanks with from twin guns abaft the conning-towOT.
high-pressure air. At the same time a red aircraft replied with the front gun, scoring
gleam could be seen imder the water and in the on some of the crew of the twin guns. The
spray. ■ depth-charges exploded across the U-Boat, No:i

The aircraft dropped another sea marker and ^^^+i,^°TTR^+^«X^wd°on%he^sur^e
circled for 20 minutes, during which time air ^he U-Boat stayed on the surface
bubbles rose to the surface intermittently. Ten ' stationary wi g ●
minutes after the attack a series of large gouts of .  The aircraft circled and made a second attack
oil, about three yards in diameter, rose to the from the U-Boat’s port beam, releasing the two
surface and binrst, forming a circular oil-patch, remaining depth-charges from 10 ft. The ̂ t of
which when last seen was 60 yards across. Nothing these exploded right alongside the U-Boat’s port
further of interest was seen by the time the side, and the second just overshot. The U-Boat
Wellington had to return to base at 1530 hours. immediately listed heavily to starboard, and a

1  xt- 1- -X few seconds later went under without any forward
This w^ a Mghly cre^table attack though it ^ conning-tower hatch was still open,

K impo^ble to say whether it sank the U-Boat. ^ been closed, otherwi^
masses of air and some bodies would have-come

aghted the U-Boat m the first place, a^wto ^fter the explosions of the
dived ̂ e right tactics were adopted *^6 inter- s£,ond st4, a large seething patch of green and
nuttent am bubb^^d th^^ge gouts of^^^ v;as seen ; it did not get bigger and was
to very serious damage. (44 55 N., 12 00 W.) thought to be depth-charge residue, but the

colour would be unusual with torpex; it might
have been the visual effect of the iridescence

which is typical of diesel oil. These two excellent
attacks, coupled with a good approach and good
shooting, are evidence of team-work of a high
order; there is no doubt that the crew of the
U-Boat were badly shaken, and almost certainly
the U-Boat itself suffered serious damage.
(46° 25’ N., 09° 28' W.)

I

At 0530 hours on 26th July Hudson , B/^9,
flying at 2,000 ft., sighted a U-Boat making
iO knots 3 miles away. -The U-Boat, Which was
ptdbably of the 700-ton class, was painted brown
with grey wavy streaks. It had two periscopes
up and carried guns forward and abaft the
conning-tower casing, besides the usual light
cannon at the after end of the bridge. The airci^
turned towards the U-Boat, fl5dng into the sun,
and dived to ̂  ft., finally turning slightly to At 0802 hours on 31st July Hudson K/269.
starboard and attacking from the starboard flying at 1,700 ft., sighted five imles away what
bow. Four depth-charges (set to 25 ft., spaced was thought to be a fast motor laimch. At a
to 36 ft.) were released while the U-Boat Was distance of 2J miles, however, it turned out to be
stM on the surface, The stick straddled the a U-Boat, which dived when the aircraft was stiU
target, No. 2: falling 10^1& ff. to starboard and. two-thirds of a mile away. The Hudson attacked
No. 3 being either a direct hit near the base of from the U-Boat’s starboard quarter at 30° to the
the Gonning-^ower or a very near miss alongside track, releasing four 250 lb. depth-charges (set to
the port beam'. The turret-gunner claimed a . 25 ft., spaced to 36 ft.) from 100 ft. 15 seconds
good many hits near .the conning^tower. after the U-Boat had disappeared. The first

me U-Boat appeared to lift slightly, and then three depth-charges exploded 50 ahead and
-disappeared M S seconds Without any forward f^oss t^ Ime of advance, but the Wh must
movement. A quarter of a minute later a large have p^y hung up, yards
S^l was seen at the ̂ ot where the U-Boat beyond the other three. As K/^9 circled to port,
hS^dSappearedl and wirfiin 5 minutes an oil- two brown circular patches. 30-50 y^ds across,
natch h^ spread about 50 5rards across about seen where the. depth-charges had exploded,

yards ahead of the swirl. A little later Hu<kon Y/269, which had obseijed the e^losions
another smaller patch was seen about 5^ yards the depth-charges,  ̂
ahead of the sWirl, Undoubtedly this excellent cmelmg the position. At 0822 K i®tt and c^ed
attack severely shook the crew and probably °^t baiting tactics, but on returning at 0857 found
damaged the U-Boat in the oil^tanks. (60° 27' N.,  Y stiU circHng.
18° 37' \V.) At 0916 K left for base,, but Y remained, and

^  * at 0920 sighted a large swirl and wake 3-4 inilfes
At 1530 hours on 27rfi July Wellington A/311. away, which it f Jour. depy;,..

fiving at l;500'ft., sighted a U^Boat making ten charge from 20 ft. The centre of this stick was
Itn^ two mfies away on its starboard beam. . about 25 yards ahead of the swirl but no r^ujts
the U-Boat was of the German type, painted J^«re seen. At 1057 Y saw another swirl abont
lieht erev and had a fish-like U-shaped emblem f^hr miles away, but when it apived over tbe
uainted on the side of the conning-tower easing. spot the swirl had subsided, ̂ avmg an oil-pat<«fr,
At the moment of sitting the aircraft: was over ^measuring about 200 yards by 50 yards and g.
three tunnymen--ohe of which ^ered course smaillter one about 50 yards across. Shortly after-,
towards the U-Boat immediately after the WSrds the aircraft reached P.L.E. and set course
attack. The Wellington turned to starboard to base,
attack:, whereupon the U-Boat ^tered Course The fimt of these two attacks, the one made
from 270° to 1^P„ but made no: attempt to by K/M, was an exceUent one, the explosion^
submerge as the aircraft approached. The ● taking place within lethal range of the pressifre
Wellington: attacked from the U-Boat’s starboard huUi The oilr-patches point to the U-Boat being
ibeam, and released four torpex depth-charges damaged, and its crew were undoubtedly severely
(set to 25 ft., spaced to 40:-50 ft.) from 40-f50-.ft. shaken. It is unfortunate that the baitnm
As the aircraft attacked', the U-Boat opened fire mctics adopted by K/269 were defeated by
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(^at^uous presence in the area of Y/269, especi- an object three miles away, at first thought
the two partial sightings by Y prove that to be an escort vessel, but discovered at two miles

i^|'(,g)-Boat i^as anxious to surface. If only Y .range to be a fuUy surfaced U-Boat making
i^lfgohe fight away for an hour or two it would 8-10 knots in a position 29 miles from the convoy,
nayegot a real chance on a fullv-surfarf»H tt
iiistead of the inconclusive result actuallv nht'pin^d aircraft attacked from the starboard beam

18' N., 17° 34' W.) obtained U-Boat, and released six torpex depth-
charges 10 seconds after it disappeared. The
stick fell 50-70 yards’ ahead of the swirl, straddling
the U-Boat between the conning-tower and bo^
with the fourth and fifth depth-charges, which
would be about right for depth. Although it
was too dark for accurate observation, a brown

patch was seen on the surface, with a column of
water in the neighbourhood of the attack. This
attack should at the least, have very severely
shaken the U-Boat. (56° 56' N., 26° 18' W.)

_ ^t 1753 hours on 3rd August, WelUngton 0/304,
flyfflg at 2,000 ft. sighted a U-Boat making 8 knots
5 miles away. The aircraft dived, and at 50 ft.
released six 250 lb. depth-charges (set to 25 ft.,
^aced to 40-45 ft.) at an angle of 40° to the
track of the U-Boat, which had submerged 20
seconds before the attack. The centre of the
stick exploded 50 yards ahead of the swirl. As
the aircraft circled, it saw between the residue of
the second and third depth-charges an oil-patch
about 10 yards across, round the edge of which
rose air bubbles 3 ft. across. They were still
coming to the surface when the Wellington had
to iretum to base ten minutes later. This was a

V6fy good-attack. The third and fourth depth-
charges should have been right on the U-Boat’s
tail, and at the correct depth, and the oil and '
bubbles point to damage to the U-Boat as well

severe shaking for its (46° 08' Nas a crew.

At 1413 hours on 10th August, Sunderland
E/461, flying at 2,500 ft., sighted a U-Boat on
the surface five miles away on- the port quarter, ●
making ten knots. The U-Boat left a defimte
oil-streak about ten yards wide and a mile and
a half long. The aircraft turned towards the
U-Boat, which submerged 2^ miles away, but
when the aircraft was about 600 yards from the
swirl the conning-tower and stem reappeared
for a short time.

The aircraft attacked from the U-Boat’s port
beam at right angles to its track, and released six
torpex depth-charges (set to 25 ft., spaced
to 35 ft.) from 50 ff., 12 seconds after the
second disappearance of the conning-tower.
The depth-charges straddled the line of
advance at the point of aim, about 60 yards
ahead of the swirl, which should have been rthe
actual position of the conning-tower. Five
minutes after the attack, an oil bubble of 60 yards
by 25 yards and two large air bubbles were seen
200 yards ahead of the explosion-mark. The
well executed attack certainly shook the crew
severely; and probably caused a certain amount
of damage. (44° 39' N., 12° 21' W.)

.,
06° 20' W.)

.  ♦

At 1508 hours on 5th August. WeUington
p/311, flying at 2.500 ft., sighted a U-Boat
biakihg 15 knots, three miles on its starboard
beam. The aircraft turned sharply to starboard,
but the U-Boat zig-zagged, and then dived
when still a mile and a half away. The aircraft
cbuntered by tummg slightly to port, and attacked
from the U-Boat s port quarter at an angle of
20° to its track, releasing six torpex depth-
charges (set to 25 ft., spaced to 40-45 ft.) from
200 ft., 10-15 seconds after the U-Boat had
^sappeared.

The, stick exploded with No. 2 depth-charge
^bout 100 yards ahead of the swirl. No. 4 threw
up five times as ̂ nch water as tfie others, and
a green flash lit the base of the explosion. Two
of three minutes later a reddish-brown patch of
oU, 200 yards across and with small air bubbles
iin the centre, appeared on the scene of the attack.
The aircraft dj*opped a sea-marker and adopted
baiting tactics, but nothing fresh was seen when
it returned half an hour later. The stick had
f^en rather too far ahead for a really lethal
rtcaddlc, but the oil points to a hear miss that
must at least have shaken up the crew and may
have inflicted minor damage on the U-Boat.

|^40'N.,05°20'W.)

♦

At 1925 hours on 16th August, Wellington
G/311, flying at 1,500 ft., sighted a grey-green
U-Boat travelling at five knots 3-4 m^es away.
The aircraft made a steep tmm to starboard, and as
it did so, the U-Boat altered course about-
30 degree^ to port and began to dive. ' To counter
this move the pilot altered his own course slightly
to port and attacked the U-Boat from its star
board quarter at 15 degrees to the track, releasing
from 30 ft. six torpex depth-charges (spaced 35 ft.)
while the periscope was still visible just ahead of
the swirl..

The first two depth-charges appeared to straddle
the point where the periscope was last seen.
The explosion of the third depth-charge produced
a black column of water, which may have been
due to a disrupted, oil-tank. A quarter of a

● minute later an oil patch, 30-40 yards across,
with air bubbles in the centre, appeared for
3-4 minutes. The Wellington adopted baiting
tactics, and a quarter of an hour later returned
and foimd the oil patch much larger and greenish-
brown in colour. The amount of damage inflicted
cannot be estimated; no camera was fitted to
the aircraft. (46° 35' N., 06° 58' W.)

(0n ̂ h August, Liberator W/120 was escorting
a ̂convoy when a wake, beheved to be a U-Boat’s
was sighted, und at 1908 hours the aircraft
amved over a swirl, which it did not attack, not
'Mojiring how long the U-Boat had submerged.
At hours another wake was sighted in the
saifee position and on the same course ; one of
itiie icsGort vessels was making ̂ or the position,
|ut the U-Boat dived. At 2108 hours the
Li^i|ator resumed distant convoy escort, and
4t hours, when flying at 800 ft., sighted

(G46406) B* 4
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ASSESSING ATTACKS ON U-BOATS

its behaviour ; these are only a few of the. pomfe
which shed light on what really took place on pr
under the sea.

Accurate assessment depends on the accurate
recording both of the time between sighting apdl
attack and of the point in relation to the swirl
where the depth-charges are dropped. Judging
of distance over water is notoriously difi&cidt at
the best of times, so that photographs are in^f

pensable to check the (often divergent) impress
sions of the crew. Sometimes they have ptoyed
that an attack was far more favourable .than
visual observation would suggest.

'  Some notes on the method of analysing, and
assessing U-Boat attacks, to explain the system
in use, may be of interest. The object of the
procedure' is not mere curiosity. Analysis enables
a tab to be kept 6n technical weakness and of -the
state of training; it is the thermometer which
shows the first s5unptoms of waning efficiency.
Tactics in anti-U-Boat warfare must necessarily
be in a state of flux. A certain set of tactics
produces counter-tactics and new methods of
evasion, the first signs of which will be noted by

.  the operational squadrons. Study of their reports
will disclose a similarity in the conditions which
lead to success or failure and enable the most

profitable to be adopted. For example, the de
cision to fly above cloud and up to heights of
5,000 ft. was the outcome of analysis of the
methods of the Officer Commanding 1404 Met.
Flight, which obtained an outstanding number of
sightings that resulted in surface attacks.

The Third Interrogation
The written word never tells the whole stoi^.

Often enough the Form Orange and A.U.B. leaye
doubts which can only be resolved by person^'

. contact. Therefore the aircrew, whenever possible,
comes to Coastal Command Headquarters to be
interviewed in person by the Naval and Air Staff
concerned with anti-submarine warfare.

The First Interrogation
The aircraft having sighted and attacked a

U-Bbat, and returned to base, the
interrogated by the Intelligence Ofiicer. As the
crew are tired, this interrogation is restricted to
the bare minimum sufficient for a preliminary
report, the Form Orange. This is sent to Head
quarters so that the Naval and Air Staff at
Command can sketch out the attack. If the

attack appears to be a good one, a tantalising
period of suspense intervenes imtil a more
detailed report is available, when the crew have

r^ted, for it is very rarely that the Form Orange
gives all the information needed for the full
evaluation of the attack.

The sighting and attack of a U-Boat happens
m a period of seconds, or at most minutes, and
^ a rule no one member of the crew sees it in

all its phases. The complete picture can only be
built up by piecing together the recollections and
impressions of individual members of the crew.
And often its final composition depends on what
appear to be unimportant details with no direct
bearing on the final result, except to those
thoroughly Versed in the ways of submarines and
the records of scores of previous attacks. Every
attack includes some new features or variations
of the factors which make it up, and each has its
own lessons which, if correctly drawn, are invalu
able to aircrews and to the staff alike.

crew are This procedure has now been running long
enough to gauge its value. The crew, from direct
access to those responsible for summing up .their
action, find how much thought is expended on
each individual attack. The staff are brought in,
touch with the realities of operations and have
the opportimity to explain current orders, to clear
away misconceptions which may have arisen about
them, and to hear the crew’s reaction to them.
The causes of poor attacks can be elucidated and
the crew set upon the right track. The difficulties
of this form of warfare are so great that they
scarcely ever merit censure, but often call fol.
discussion and understanding of the circumstances
surrounding them. Staff and crew alike lea^
from studying the attacks, whether good or bad
from every aspect. Finally, the visit to Headl
quarters is designed to give the crew a chance
seeing the work of the Command as a whole and
of the broader implications of the particular wort
on which they are engaged, and to widen thefr
appreciation of problems from which stations and
squadrons are generally free.

It may seem that the aircrews are subjected
a third degree of no mean order. If so, thev
submit to it so cheerfully that Headquarters con^
elude they find it as worth while as the staft
certainly do.

of

to

The {Second inferrogation
Having rested, the aircrew assemble for a dis

cussion on the attack, and Form C.C.A.U.B.
recalls the results of this further meeting. While
the Form Orange is exclusively a report drawn
up by the Intelligence Officer, the Form A.U.B.
IS intended to provide fuUer details of
tional nature. an opera-

completion is therefore the

Judgment by the Admiralty
The last stage in assessment is the submission

of the report to the Admiralty. Here all attaoW
on U-Boats, by naval vessels and aircraft. ̂
judged by a final tribunal, which takes a strict
impartial view of evidence that is often affected
by wishful thinking and uncorroborated state*
ments. If the decisions (now published in the
Monthly Summary of Anti-Submarine Warf^^
are sometimes less optimistic than it would be
pleasant to believe, it can be taken that they
only reached after the careful consideration of ̂
the available information on the subject.
aircraft are concerned, the total destruction of a
U-Boat can only be claimed on very rare occasions
since they cannot often provide tangible evidence
in the shape of bodies or wreckage, unless a surface

resvdt of an mvestigation made by the Squadron
and Flight Commanders, and its aim is to give
the full picture of the attack. No detail is too
sm^l, nor-can it be too precise. The positioning
of the depth-charges ; any unusual observations
on the detonations ; the appearance of oil, giving
its approximate time, colour, texture and extent *
air bubbles, with their nature and, above all, time
of appearance ; the re-surfacing of the U-Boat and
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ship is nearby. Further, time may throw light
ofl the ultimate fate of a U-Boat; when this
happens, the assessment will be upgraded.

Uniassessable Results

The object of the anti-U-Boat war is to Vill
U-Boats; but if the number put out of action
appears small in relation with the number of
attacks, it does not mean that the hours flown over
the sea in all weathers have been of no avail.
The harassing of the U-Boat has not been without
marked effect. During the latter half of 1941
the U-Boats were pushed further and further out
into the Atlantic, till practically all the attacks
they could make took place outside the 600-mile
limit of Coastal Command escort range. That this
was, in fact, due to Coastal Command patrols, and
not to any other factor, is shown by the circum
stances in which inward-bound convoys have
recently been attacked by packs containing up to
six or more U-Boats. When the convoys were out
of range, losses resulted, but in each
as Coastal Command aircraft made contact,
although the U-Boats remained in the vicinity,
they hesitated to approach near enough to attack,
and the convoys reached port without being further
molested (Chart IV).

This in itself, taking all the circumstances into
account, is no mean achievement. Prisoners of
war from U-Boats have frequently complained
of the way they have been hunted by our aircraft
while on passage in the Atlantic and forced to
dive, often several times a day. With better
armament, more training, and tactics developed

case as soon

to meet the ever changing situation there is reason
to believe that the sinkings will increase and that
the U-Boats will show even more respect for the
aircraft of the Command.

One final point is perhaps worth mentioning here.
Psychology enters largely into both U-Boat and
anti-U-Boat warfare. At the end of 1941 the

morde of the U-Boat crews was undoubtedly
waning. The profits of the business were low,
and such few as were gathered in meant hard work,
considerable damage and incessant strain. With
the extension of the war to the other side of the
Atlantic, the firm has prospered, and is able
to put over a satisfactory balance-sheet; and the
members are well on the way to regaining confi
dence. On the other hand, anti-submarine patrols
are apt^ to seem to crews a somewhat dreary
occupation, much like searching for the proverbial
needle in the haystack, devoid of the glamour of the
other forms of flying,
utmost importance for aircrews to take a real

interest in U-Boat hunting, and all its implications,
so that they are as fully armed as the enemy in
the daily battle of wits over the seas.

It is therefore essential to make a close study
of both the planning and the execution of each
sortie and each attack, and a detailed analysis
of all the circumstances surrounding them.
The operational st^ of squadrons, stations, and
groups, and the specialist staff at the Headquarters,
can oifly achieve this if there is a spirit of co
operation and understanding between them and
the aircrews on the job, as between.equal partners.

It is therefore of the

I
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COASTAL COMMAND IN RUSSIA
i  I

Early in July Coastal Command operated for
the first time in North Russian waters, for the
benefit of a convoy going from Iceland to Russia,
and another making the passage in the opposite
direction. Both these started on 27th June.

Germans had concentrated a strong bomber
force in northern Norway (including some torpedo-
bombers) and had a considerable number of
U-Boats cruising between Jan Mayen Island and
the Barents Sea, while four of their major naval
units moved northwards up the coast of Norway.
On nrir side, effective air escort could be given
within range of our bases in the north. However,
when this convoy reached waters north of 70
degrees it would have no support other than the
British and Russian submarines in the Barents
Sea and the small Russian air forces based in the
Murmansk area,

was therefore decided, in consultation with

the Mission to Russia, to despatch a force of
Catalinas to operate from the Russian flying-
boat base on a lake near Archangel. The Soviet
authorities agreed to supply facilities for up to
six Catalinas to be based there and to use a
forward re-fuelling station on the Kola Inlet.

The first two, belonging to 210 Squadron, left
SuUom Voe early on 1st July, flew round North
Cape, carrying out a reconnaissance on their way,
and landed on the lake after more than 16 hours
in the air. The remainder—two Qatalinas of
210 and two of 240 Squadron—went'on the 3rd
and 4th- Some of these made cross-over patrols
during the journey, in one case prolonging it
to such an extent that an aircraft flying from
SuUom Voe to Kola Inlet was airborne 19J hours.

It

On their transit flights the Catalinas sighted
several enemy aircraft and two periscopes.

After their arrival in Russia the main duty of
the Catalinas was to carry out an unceasing
search for the German naval units and give all
possible protection to the inward-bound convoy.
To cover its advance, the patrols moved inward

i on the arc of a circle. But Jin the night of the
4th-5th the German warships advanced north
wards to attack and the Admiralty recalled
the escort and ordered the convoy to scatter
The aircraft could deal with this complication
only by estimating the probable line of advance
of the enemy ships and placing a cross-over
patrol across it. On the 5th reports from both
a Russian and a British submarine showed that
the Tirpitz and either the Hipper or the Scheer
were heading for the convoy, but the Russian
commander had fired two torpedoes at the Tirpitz
and heard the explosions. Whatever the results
of his attack, by midday on the 6th the warships
were known to be returning to harbour.

i

11

Shortly after the convoy scattered, the enemy
subjected it to intense air and U-Boat attack
damaging or sinking a number of vessels. One
U-Boat was machine-gunned by a Catalina and
forced to dive, while three others crash-dived
before attacks could be made. One of the aircraft
flying near Novaya Zemlya saw several burning
ships. On the foUowing day, the 8th, another
found a boatload of survivors, dropped them a
bag of biscuits and corned beef, and directed
rescue vessels to their position. Bv the

aU but one of the Catalinas had returned to their
home bases, and the last soon followed them

ill
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The Russians made the crews most welcome, a short while ago it would have been conadef|^|
and did everything to maike them comfortable. impossible. Apart from the trip back,, u
Life on the Station is definitely communal. The Catalinas carried out 360 hours of operai^o^J.

.  British crews Uved m communal houses, ate flying over the Arctic Ocean, up to lati^d?
Russian food and drank, locally produced beer, 77° North. One went so far north that it m^
large canisters of which appeared on the table the ice pack. It must be appreciated ^3-t no^
at most meals. The wives and families of the W/T could be used and all flying had to be dhpe
Russian flying oflicers mostly work in the gardens entirely on D.R. and astro-na^ngation.
and fields all day and dance to a gramophone in fog covered great areas, and in cle^ -stoetch^i
th^ eyenings. A major’s wife acts as the station the mirage tricked the crews with bogus shij^
barber, in which capacity she shaved off a good or clouds. No mechanical failures developed,,
deal of the face of one member of the expedition  . only one sortie had to be curtailed because 6f
who had been badly bitten by mosquitoes. The engine trouble, a.nd the aircraft wei^mamtained
mosquitoes were the one thing the crew complained at full serviceability throughout. ̂  the*
about; the regular air raids gave only trifling flying and ground crews of Squa^ons 210 smd
incpnvepience compared with them. 240 deserve the greatest credit. The ini^ov^
The outstanding interest of the whole operation ground organisation was extremely effective.

Hes in die fact that the aircraft carried out a The Russian ground crews worked well, and the
fairly effective reconnaissance in an area more re-fuelling arrangemen^ were all that co^d be
thmi a thousand miles from their base. No such desired ;  no serious difficulties ot any kind were
thing, has ever before been attempted, and even experienced.

■■ (' ■■

WHALES, NOT SUBBIARINES

the shape and size of objects seen at ‘sea are attached, one behind the other, to each side of
’ notoriously deceptive to the eye, as their- appear- the upper jaw. The inner edges are frayed,
arice differs according to the angle of view, and form a very efficient strammg mechanism fojr
the weather conditions and other factors. There- catching the small shrimps and other organisms on

fore, al^ough there are many differences between which these whales feed,
siibmannes, whales and sh^ks, there is enough The toothed whales, as their name indicates, ar^
supterficial resemblance to give rise to confusion. characterized by the possession of teeth and tb^
Most whales inhabit the open ocean and are absence of whalebone. The number (rf toe^b

fely to be see«. sS^Sler soL ‘on’SSe rf
distanee out from the coasts of Ireland the has about forty on each side oi upper and lowor

Hebndee. the srtlani S? tte ’TlJjy ja^s, but thT Wr ?aw
|fe very rare in the North Sea and the English parr at the extrem . P ,. . ’ ̂ ^cb
Channel; basking sharks, however, are sometoes have no obvious functional importance whatsoev©;,.
common in northern British coastal waters and These whales feed on squids, octopuses
Mme small whales may be seen there also. fishes; and the Killer whale may eat seals
Littl

and
e is known of the density of the whale even other Cetaceans,

^pulation, h^t the average can hardly be more . o^ter opening of the nostrils, or blowhole
^aan two or three to ten square miles of ocean. toothed whales i? a single aperture ; m tb*
^e group of animals which includes whales, - Sperm whale it is situated at the extreme end. rrf

porpoises and dolphins is known as the Cetacea. the snout, but in all the remaining members of tbi
an outward fishlike appearance and sub-order it is some distance behind,

s^nd fbeir whole life in the water, but are The whalebone whales which might be suggests,
^stin^hed from fish by numerous fundamental . U-Boats or parts of U-Boats ,are the Bifcav^"^
cl^acters. They are v^-blooded and air- ^nd GreeXd Right whales, the Blue

^  mouth are a few scattered /majamum size 100 ft.), the Fin whale
haps, the l^t recant of the typical covering of L ft) the lesser Rorqual (up to 30 ft.)
^ mammals ; the fore.limb has in its skeleton ^ 50 ft.). The Right whaS

T ?""f- ‘E I eipedSly the'creenlau/Right-te
'  is confinea to the Arctic. The most importabtaS

tS the Rorquals which include the Blue, Fin, Sei ̂

vorucai. probably much the commonest, but they are n^
v-etaceans, like other mammals, give birth to easily distinguished from one another. Bltie anri

live young, which accompany the mother for Fjn whales generally keep to the open ocean qw
serial months and are suckled by hm. the Lesser Rorqual is not uncommon in nortbet^

Existing Cetacea are divided into two sub- coastal waters, and Sei whales sometimes foi^
OTdere (whalebone whales and toothed whales) unexpected local concentrations. Humpbacks
D^ed on the presence or absence of teeth iit the which are near relatives of the Rorquals, keep fo

more definite migration routes which may be elose
to the land in warmer latitudes.Ji o the whalebone whales belong all the species

M

^ich are of vety large si^e except the iperm.
i tiey are characterized by absence of teeth> the
^ssession of whalebone, and nostrils opening to
^ extmoF'by two longitudinal slits—^wie blow-^
hole—situated far behind the tip of the snout.

■N^alebone is not bone in the accepted sense
^ j ̂  word ; it consists of a series of some
hundreds of triangular homy plates ip the mcruth,

The Sperm whale is the only large toothed,
whale and is occasionally seen in British latitudes
in the .open ocean. There are various smaller
toothed whales in British waters, but some are
rare and many are small dolphin-like animals
which may be neglected for our present purpose
However, the Bottlenose, Blackfish and iSllers
grow to 20-30 ft. (Plate 5.)

-I v/iVisi,. .



Plate 4

A 4
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I  I
220
ft.

I
HumpDack whale.

I
Basking shark.U-Boat, 517 ton class. Rorqual, seen from abpve;

the dotted line shows the
approximate area exposed
at the surface.

Sperm whale.

U-Boat, 517 ton class.

(

AV. }

Rorqual immediately
after blowing.

Typical view of a
Rorqual breaking
surface to ‘blow’.

Rorqual about to dive after a series
of b ows ; note arched back.

Xv

(/' y

SpeilTn'xV^hate blowing. (Note that a Sperm Whale at short
fartgelbeafs more resemblance to a U-Boat than a Rorqual.) Humpback about to dive.

ii



Plate 5 14

SCALE OF FEET
1T T T

80O 40

75fc. Fin whale (Blue whales similar but larger,
Sei or Little Piked whale similar but smaller). ♦

■'/ '

U

26ft. Bottlenose.

43ft. Humpback.

Cl.■o
25ft. Blackfish.

50ft. Sperm whale

,1

s,
27ft. Killer.

30ft. male Basking shark.

DORSAL FINS :

Blue

Fin

Dorsal fin of female Kill®,*Dorsal fin of adult male Killer.

End-on view of dorsal fin
of male Killer.Humpback

Humpback waving fl ipper
(from another angle).

Tail flukes of a Humpback
(from another angle).

Sei

Sperm

Tail flukes of 3 Humpback.Humpback waving flipper.



Plate 6

School of Large Rorquals; thc\' might be Blue or Fin whales but since there are at least four
together they are probably Fins. (209 Squadron).

Fin whale with blowhole about to submerge.

I'in whale in blowing
po.sition.

Slick.
I'in whale immediately after blowing.

r*
4.  \

I'in wliaK'.

scliool of I'in whales iuid slick.
\VHAI.1-;S AT SKA



Plate 7

I31ackfisli.

Killer wliale ; note the tall dorsal fin, showing
dark in white patch. (4R1 Squadron).

, 1

Hiimpbark "'sounding” and turning to port;
flexibility of body.

lilue female and calf, runningatnote OVqi*

10 knots; note distended blowhoj^^

Sperm whale in blowing position. Sperm whale showing dorsal fin.

Kin whale abr»ut to dive I'in whale.
after a series of blows ; note

arched back,

WMALKS A'l' SE.V

the top left picture was first seen from 3 milos atul taken fin-a I'-boat.l'!>e whale in
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Since whales are warm-blooded mammals and
breathe air they can never leave the surface of
the sea ̂ or long. They break surface in order to
breathe, and this is normally the only time when
they are seen. The blowhole is on top of the head
and is the first part of the body to leave the water
(Plate 4). The air is immediately expelled from
the lungs, and the sudden reduction of pressure
condenses the moisture in the brea.th to form the

fountain-like spout. Air is quickly drawn in
through the open blowhole, which then shuts as
the head sinks below water. A considerable part
of the back is exposed after the head has disap
peared (Plates 4 and 6). In Fin whales the period
of exposure is only about 3 to 6 seconds and is
usually repeated five or six times at intervals
averaging about 25 seconds. In these intervals
the whale keeps close to the surface, but at the
last “ blow ” the back is arched (Plates 4 and 6)
and the whale dives (or “ sounds ”) and does not
reappear for about 2-10 minutes. At the next
series of blows it may be swimming in quite a
different direction. Other species behave in a
similar way though the intervals may differ a
little.

colder waters where their food is most abimdant,
and return southwards in winter towards the

tropics, where they find little food, but where
breeding takes place. To the west and north-west
of the British Isles they should be commonest in
summer, but might be seen at any time of year.

The Basking shark, though as large as a small
whale can be distinguished by the vertical position
of the tail-fin. It is a sluggish, surface-swimming
fish with a habit of lying nearly motionless at the
surface in fine weather with the back awash, as if
“ basking " in the sun. When moving at the
surface, the tip of the triangular fin in the middle
of the back and the upper tip of the powerful tail-fin
characteristically project from the water (Plate 5)
and, if the fish is engaged in feeding on plankton
(small organisms in the water), the snout may also
break the surface from time to time {Coastal
Command Review, No. 3, Plate 6).

Little is known of the winter habits of this shark,
which appears to retire then to deeper waters, and
any information as to the movements of large
shoals would be welcome to scientists.

In the top half of Plate 4, submarines, whales>
and Basking sharks are compared as seen from
above. In the bottom half they are compared
in profile. A hundred feet may be taken as the
maximum size of the largest species of whale, so
that to look anything like a submarine, the whale
must be considerably nearer. Note that the head
of a Whalebone whale is broader than the bow of a
U-Boat, but the head of a Sperm whale seen in
profile is not unlike the bow of a U-Boat {see also
Plate 7). Seen from above; the underwater parts
of a whale may be visible in calm weather, and the
flippers and tail flukes should then be distinctive.
Since Basking sharks do not expose the body they
should not easily be mistaken for U-Boats, but
glimpses of the fin and tail from the end-on view
might suggest a distant conning-tower or periscope.

. The dorsal fin of a Killer whale (Plate 5) can look
very like a periscope. Humpbacks have a habit
of rolling about at the surface and waving their
limbs in the air, and here again a periscope might
be suspected (Plate 5).

Possibly the most obvious difference between
a U-Boat and a whale lies in the fact that a
U-Boat is exposed at the surface for some time,
whereas a whale is never exposed for more than
few seconds at ft time.

The presence of birds at the surface may
indicate a whale, but they might also be attracted
by, say, the gaUey refuse from a U-Boat, and
there is no reliable distinction here.

A large whale is not easily killed. The lethal
range of a depth-charge is probably not great
and a near miss with a bomb might do no more
than injure it. A direct hit would presumablv
kiU it outright, but there would be no great flow
of oil. Most of the oil in a whale is contained in
the blubber and bones. The blubber is simnlv a

layer of fat about 6 thick under the skin^mid
if much lacerated might possibly ooze a

It is very unlikely that it would cause any exten’
sive film of oil on the water, but the wat/r

be discoWd by blood and guts in the immedilte
neighbourhood of the carcass.

a

Fin whales swim alone or in schools of about
two to eight (Plate 6). Blue whales are more
solitary and it is very uncommon to see more than
two in company. Several Humpbacks might be
seen together, but of Sperm wh^es only solitary
males would be seen in these latitudes.

Most whales have a gregarious tendency. A
” school " consists of a small number swimming
within a few feet of each other, but sometimes
large numbers of schools and individuals are seen
at the same time in an area of a few square miles,
forming a herd of sorts. This is not tmcommon
with Fins and Humpbacks. Fin and Blue whales
normally swim at something like 6-7 knots. When
feeding they swim more slowly and frequently
change direction. When they are travelling “ on
passage ” the speed is greater (perhaps 8-9 knots)
and they keep on a definite course. WTien scared
they may reach a speed of 12-16 knots. The Sei
and Lesser Rorqual are smaller whales but not
much slower, and Humpback, Right and Sperm
whales are rather slower than the Rorquals.

"Whales are most easily seen in calm weather
and the spout is most noticeable in cold weather.
In rougher weather rather more of the body is
exposed, but they are not easily spotted because
the surface of the sea is broken up and in a strong
wind the spout is flattened out.

Except when travelling at speed, a whale pro
duces very little foam. The movement of the
horizontal tail flukes, however, leaves a series of
swirls at the surface. This is called the “ slick ”
(Plate 6), and looks like an oily patch about 20 ft.
across. Whales can often be followed by the
slick when they are swimming a little way below

In no circumstances, however, doesthe surface.

any living whale exude oil or leave a film of oil on
the water.

Whalebone whales feed mostly on small organ
isms, such as shrimps, for which they do not have
to dive to any great depth. Sperm whales, how
ever, feed principally on squids, and to find these
they are believed to go to considerably greater
depths.
Whales are migratory animals. Broadly speak

ing they travel northwards in summer into the
A dead Rorqual sinks, but a dead Ri^ht

or Sperm whale will usually float. ®
whale

i;//.
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OIL-STBEAES

wind, a bubble of oil rises straight to the surface
and then trails off down the surface 'current,

giving the appearance of a streak (Plate 8, top
left). If a smoke float is dropped at the head of
the streak, it also drifts down with the current,

giving the impression that the streak is moving
ahead.

Oil-streaks and patches seen in the sea appear
to have an irr^stible attraction to air crews, yet
practically every depth-charge dropped on them
has been a depth-charge wasted. Orders have
been issued that attacl^ are not to be made on
oil-streaks, and, ■ so that crews may appreciate
the reasons for this order, some facts about oil
and its peculiarities are given here;

The diesel oil used in .U-Boats is very thin and
very similar to paraffin. When it rises to the
surface it has no marked colour and leaves no

clear-cut edges. It resemble oil in a puddle,
showing rainbow colours when the sunlight
strikes it, but is chiefly noticeable by the way it
smoothes out the surface of the sea. The other
types of oil to be foxmd at sea come from wrecks
and are either crude or fuel oil. Both types are
gimilflT to look out. The oil is brown in colour
but may vary in shade. It appears thick and
viscous and has very clear-cut edges. If often
comes to the surface in bubbles or gushes and is
far more persistent than diesel oil.

Oil comes to the surface from a U-Boat either
because the blast of a depth-charge forces some
out of the saddle tanks, which are ̂ ways open to
the sea, or because of a punctured tank. In
neither case does it rise in bubbles, except
immediately after an attack when the U-Boat is
gravely damaged. On the other hand, oil from
a wreck only comes to the surface when corrosion
or wear has made a hole in the tanks. Then oil
and bubbles will come up together, and if the
hole is small they may continue to rise for many
houm or even days.

Reports are ftequ^tly received of oil-streaks
moving in a certain direction. Though they may
appear to do so, the head of the streak does not
in fact move appreciably. If there is’ no tidal
stream, but only a surface set caused by the

Another feature which makes a pilot believe
●  that a U-Boat is present is that the streak may
appear to alter course or zig-zag. This phenomenon
too has a simple explanation. If the rising
stream of oil is gently displaced on its way by
an imder-water current or other means, the
point where it reaches the surface will also, move
sideways. But as the oil on the surface is drifting
continually down the current, this displacement
on the surface will not appear as a streak at
right angles to the original one, but as a gentle
curve (Plate 8, top right).

Suppose, for inst^ce, that a depth-charge is
dropped in the vicinity of the rising oil. The
blast of the explosion may break up the stream
for a short time, and at the same time
shake the wreck and cause mpre oil and bubbles
to rise to the surface. But the effect of this
disturbance under water wiU persist for some
time. Until the water has finaUy settled down
currents will sway the uprising stream of oil
from side to side, giving the impression that the
supposed U-Boat is changing course. (Plate 8
top right.) ●

In fact, the whole performance will be most
realistic. the oil-streak apparently moves
steadily- attack is followed by gushes
of oil and bubWes, and large alterations of course

though avoiding Mtion were being taken, 3
the streak steadies on its course aahf

But there is one thing wrong ; the type of oU '

as

AMTIsiSHIPPlNO OPERATIONS, JULY AND AUGUST

Bay of Biscay and 19 Group

Traffic in the Bay of Biscay did not show it
change from previous months. The small vessel
engaged in the iron-ore trade between Bilbao

● and Bayonne earned out their trips with
larity. It seems possible that they may b^'
inforced with some more Dutch
vessels.

much

regu-

coaster-type

A reduction in the results obtained against
enemy shipping occurred during the past few
months, due to other commitments necessitating
a slackening of our effort and some change of
tactics.

It was possible only to give results of assessments
for May in the previous issue of this Review, and
that month’s as amended by some upgrading

^  The larger continued to make compara-
now oe givcu lively regular tnps from Bilbao, and these DrobaKi
May (amended) 10 sh^s of 28,162 tons, 9 ships unload their ore cargoes at Bordeaux. Some of tho

of 27,5(K) tons, 29 of 106,927 original vessels engaged in this trade have
“>"®- a^arently dropped out and at least one is kno^

have foundered after striking a rock. Two
possibly three, ̂  motioned below, were traS
up the Channel and are now in Rotterdam
However, at least five of these larger ships of
tonnages rMgjng from about 2,700 to 6,200 prob-
ably remain in the Bubao Bordeaux trade. One
was seen and attacked north of San Sebastian on
26th July by a Sunderland. A/46I (Plate 9). From
the pkotograp^she w^ probably the Drepanum,
a vessel of 2,730 tons known to be in this trade.
She was escorted by nve armed trawlers and all
vessels opened fire. Unfortunately, the depth,,
charges that were dropped undershot, and she

to have escaped.

re-

.. 3 shi
ms of 3,297 tons, 3 ships
500 tons, 1 ship of6,000 tons.

.. 1 ship of 4,000 tons, 2 ships of
6i0(X) tons, 4 ships of 14,000

toJune .. of
5,

jfily -●

toils.

The followmg aggregate results by Coastal
Command have been achieved between 1st March
194!1 and 31st July, 1942

52 ships sunk, of a total 147.388 tons.
53 ships seriously damaged, of a total 135 655

tons. ● . '

130 ships damaged, of a total 445 appears,473 tons.



Plate 8

Oil-strcaks from wrecks, (sre puRe Ifi.)



Plate 9

Iron ore ship on the Bilbao-Bordeaux route escorted by armed trawlers, before attack,
26th July. {461 Squadron). See page 16.

«

(  I1 *4' ̂
^  ' jt L

I

Altmark-tvpe tanker in the Bay of Biscay, firing, flalc dro])ping in foreground,
I9th Augu.st. (51 Squadron). 5ec page 17.

0 Whale Oil

rO

factory
Ship

NITAS

('iicisctulu under repair;
12(Ucet „f the fnredeck

f the superstructure lying on the quay, ji,. .
the stern, (P.im-t ‘over])ortions o

cutaway; camouflage netting
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f here has been a considerable movement of mer-
#ant vessels and tankers between ports on the
French west coast, but few definite arrivals
dep^ures have been noted.

j4h attempt to send out a blockade-runner,
ptQbably to Japan, is indicated by the sighting
pICthe north coast of Spain on 19th August, of an
Brmlmd class vessel (6,528 tons), westward bound.
She was sighted twice on that, day by aircraft
engaged in a search for an AUmark class tanker,
which had previously been reported, and from
her proximity to the tanker, may easily have been
in company with her.

or

Danish fishing vessels, among which there may
have been some reporting vessels (though direct
evidence of this is still lacking), were warned by
the broadcasting of an Admir^ty signal not to '
fish outside coastal waters, and neutral vessels
warned of a danger area which covers most of the
North Sea.

The port of Rotterdam reached its annual time
of maximum activity during these two months,
with a considerable shipping turnover, and
much barge transhipment. It is of interest to
note that there has recently been much dissatis
faction among Swedish crews, who protested

The tanker, one of two that have long been against sailing to Rotterdam and demanded and
in French west coast ports, was eventually located- obtained increases in pay. The arrival of two
and attacked off the north coast of Spain by a vessels that have been traced up the Channel from
mixed force of Lancasters of 61 Squadron ̂Bomber French west coast ports may be connected with
Command, Whitleys of 51 aiid 58 Squadrons and ^ suitable for ore
a Sunderland of 10 Squadron (Plate 9) ’ One carrying, and there is httle doubt that air attack
of the Lancasters obtained a hit with a 500-lb. sea mining have taken a substantial toil
G;P. tomb on the bows, from which black smoke recently on shippmg on the Baltic-Hook route,
was seen to rise, and later Sunderland T/10 ^ further factor influencing the iron ore trade
obtained a hit with a 250-lb. S.A.P. bomb nkr Sweden is that the cargoes of coal; with
the bridge, from which white smoke belched vessels return from Rotterdam, appear to

be falling far short of those promised (possibly
owing to railway dislocation due to R.A.F.
raids), and reports speak of ships leaving Rotterdam
in ballast.

These two hits seemed to have caused the vessel
io alter plan. She was seen moving eastwards
and was located a few days later at La Pallice
with camouflage over bow and stem.
2Sth-26th August, it was the target of a strike;
of the ten aircraft involved, at least six bombed
the harbour, with results which could not be
observed on account of cloud, flak and ̂ search
lights.

It is of interest to note that a vessel, almost
certainly the Ermland type ship referred to above,
^yas seen at Bordeaux a few days later, so it may
ibe inferred that if these attacks did not dispose
of these two vessels, they at least forced them to
abandon their voyages for the time being.

Large numbers of tankers and vessels suitable
for blockade-running remain in French ports,

Commodities, such as mbber ̂ d tin, needed by have bCCn frequ^tly repS?fd^^^^

.
Shipping has quite frequently been seen,at
anchor off Ijmuiden, as though convoys
being formed, but reconnaissance has produced no

iGeirmaiiy' Consequently b ockade-nmners wU gjjy  ^ vessel has been seen fl5dng two. A renort
(^ttainly try to slip in apd out of ports like author of which has sailed in these convow
Bordeaux durmg the next f^ their several times, puts the average height of balloom
l t̂ruqtion presents an important problem. 250 ft., an/states that tWs is leldCm ̂ rfed

-There were altogether 31 patrols in the Bay of The balloons are secured to the deck aft
Bis^y mainly searching for shipping, of manned by three men.
which 19 were in se^ch of the type tanker. i^ the area Hook^hannel there has been

a

resulted in 28 sightmgs of large ships, some number of moyements. chiefly eastbound auH
pf tthem neutral, and 13 attacks. custom of making short stages &om port to

nd

(Finally, French and Spanish fishing-vessels port has continued. The ex-Lufthansa tender
ireceived warnings to keep to the coastal areas one of the vessels to make the
rtf the Bay, it having been found that they were west to east passage, leaving Havre around
kindexinfi anti-submarine operations. A novel ®th AugusL and after a s^y of _aome months it
'frnm of leaflet-dropping was undertaken, in the called at Boulogne ^d Dunkirk and was last
ihoOe ithat the French fishermen would appreciate  ^ numerous

for avoiding drastic action'Vinst

cessful. Two vessels^ probably engaged in th^
Spanish iron ore trade were among others
followed a similar procedure.

Local trafiic between the Channel Islands
the mainland has not diminished. The identifi^o
tion of further defaces in the islands
clue to the nature of its cargoes. ®

Here, on
DeHzijl remains very active, the timber trade

and export of chemicals accounting for this

(thtem (plate 3).

to the Ohannel Islands

Activity along the west coast of Etenmark
mmainedi small and limited to coastal traffic,
j^ere m little likelihood of any marked increase
MtUilirei^mg in the Baltic again forces convoys to
,u£ie the' outer route.

that

 -
evidence of extensive use of the North Sea Canal
to Amsterdam, which presumably is not too
active.

The changed sailing timetables referred to in
the summary for May and June appear to have
continued, and it is no longer possible to forecast
any fixed sailing time from the Hook. Far the
greater number of the convoys which arrive at
the Hook still do so in the afternoon.

were
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● On the 110 patrols aircraft made four attacfe
merchant vessels, and two aircraft on strikes'

found their target.

Little additional intelligence is available regard

ing the movement of shipping along this coast..
There are still no signs of any fixed time tat>l^.
While convoys may proceed at night, m^y
certainly spend at least part of the night at the
various anchorages along the route.

There is little slackening in the importance and

activity at Oslo, where troops and war stores
especially continue unloading for transmission
by train to the north. Considerable movements of
war stores by ship by the coastal route undoubtedly
continue.

on
16 Gioap

In the two months the total number of patrols,
excluding searches and meteorological patrols,
was 84.

Forty-eight patrols produced sightings of ships
(excluding fishing vessels). Attacks were made
by 72 aircraft.

18 Group and Norway
The primary concern of 18 Group still continues

to be German naval units ; but its aircraft sighted
some 30 ships over 1,000 tons in convoy, and
16 others sailing independently, besides 24 smaller
craft.

A COMBINED BOMBING AND TORPEDO STRIKE

In a strike by eight Hudsons of 59 Squadron
and four Hampdens of 415 Squadron on a convoy
ofi Ameland in the early hours of 31st July, three
almost certain direct hits, one possible hit and a
near miss that probably did severe damage, were
obtained. Hampden D/415 attacked a 3,000-ton
merchant vessel at 0122 hours with its one torpedo,
and claimed a direct hit. Shortly afterwards a
large cloud of smoke and spray rose and covered
half the target. K/415 claimed a hit from a
torpedo released at 0125 hours, and A/59 bombed

5,000-7,000-ton merchant vessel and saw a hit
followed by clouds of smoke. Other aircraft sa\y
columns of smoke at 0127 hours, a ship on fire
at 0131 hours, and a dull orange fl̂ h followed by
●sparks at 0141 hours, all of which may have been
connected with these three attacks. V/59 attacked
a 3,000-4,000-ton merchant vessel with bombs
which fell so close that the bows and fore part of
the target were illuminated by the flash. D/S9'
also claimed a very near miss on a 4,000-ton
merchant vessel.

FLYING BOAT CREW TRAINING

Pembroke Dock, and after checking.it ^d swingi^g-
the compass and loop aerial, flew it to Mount
Batten.

The first leg of the trip, to Gibraltar, was made
by night. The navigator set about his ta^
with calm confidence. The thick weather
encountered made it difficult to get astro sights
but those he was able to obtain were accurate*
and the courses given brought the boat to th*I
Straits of Gibraltar by dawn.

After three long oversea flights around
Africa, the route led overl^d along the Cou
to Lake Victoria, down the Nile Valley, and on tr^
Aboukir. For most of the journey, the wirele^
operator had to contend with commercial ra^
organisations, including an extensive use of th#^
Q code, in French, and a dust storm code ov«J
the desert.

Two inspections became due on the way out
We had ground staff for the first, but
“90-hour” we carried out ourselves on
Victoria, checking the en^nes air-frame, equi^
ment and instruments. Finally we joined
squadron at Aboukir without mishap. ^

est
eo

After all the difficulties we had encountL^
and overcome in nearly 100 hours flying, we ban
acquired a very keen crew spirit, and confideu^'
in each other. We were therefore very
appointed when we found that it was the practaoa
of this squadron to split up new crews amoug^
the others. I was given command of anotfie,.
crew, and we began night operations and
submarine patrols. ^ The spirit in this crew--.i|j|
strangers to me—-did not compare with thait
my previous crew, who, when separated
subordinates in other crews, soon lost the kean.,

and self-confidence they had acquired/*

Of

ness

To man the increasing number of flying boats
now becoming available, only one experienced
pilot can be allotted to each crew. He is the
captain of the aircraft, and is assisted by a second
pilot posted direct to the squadron from the
School of General Reconnaissance, and trained
to the standard required-in the squadron. After
a second pilot has gained experience in the
squadron, he can expect to be withdrawn and
sent to No. 4 O.T.U., after which he will be posted
to a squadron with a crew of his own. On
passing out of the O.T.U. these crews, like those
from the landplane O.T.U.'s, spend the first
month working up to the operational role.

Some squadron copimanders doubt whether
orews trained in this way will be sufiadently
experienced to carry out squadron work. They
therefore split up new crews, which is not only dis
couraging to the crews, who in many cases have
learnt to think as a team; it also prevents the
Command from building up an mgently needed
reserve of crews. An arduous flight from England
to Aboukir via Gibraltar and West Africa, was
recently undertaken by one of the first crews
trained in this way. The Captain’s story shows
what freshman crews can do.

I had been serving as second pilot in a
Sunderland squadron for 13 months, and saw no
prospects of being made a captain for some
months to come, when the procedure for second
pilots being posted to the O.T.U. for training
as captains came into operation. My Commanding
Officer would not, at first, recommend me for
this training, but after repeated requests I was
allowed to go.

On completion of my O.T.U. training I was
detailed, with my erew, to fly a Sunderland
out to the Mediterranean. We collected it at

A 'S/c-1^ , /a"
O-
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HOW SQUADRON PHOTOGRAPHS ARE USED

During the three months ending 30th June,
1942, just under a quarter of a million photo
graphic exposures were made by aircraft of
Coastal Command, including 109,712 operational
exposures, of which some 98,000 were made by
the P.R.U. (whose activities were described in
the second issue of this Review). Roughly 10,500
exposures were made by operational squadrons
of the Conunand during the course of many
varied tasks. Although these form only 10 per
cent, of all the operational photographs, they
constitute a most useful adjunct to those by the
more professional P.R.U.
It may not always be appreciated what a vital

part is played by these operational
photographs, nor how widely they are distributed
and used.

action

blockade runner nearing the end of its long trip
from the East, thus producing valuable evidence
of the t5q>e of vessel engaged in this trade, and
also its habits and disguises. The identification"
of one of these vessels also helps the Ministry of
Economic Warfare to estimate how far the enemy
is getting round our blockade ; so photographs
of suspect ships, and sometimes of quite innocent-
looldng ones, can provide first-class intelligence,
which in the end will lead to measures for out-"
witting them.

Oblique photographs of the enemy coastline,
taken from low altitudes, are often of the greatest
help to our patrolling submarines in recognising
landmarks. Obviously no aircraft can ever pro
duce a photograph that will show a promontory,
inlet, or beach exactly as it is seen through the
periscope of a submarine ; but low-flying aircraft
do quite often obtain the next best thing, which
is a series of photographs of a strip of coast that
may have to be patrolled by a British submarine.

In an ̂ icle on ice, in the third number of this
Review, it was explained why and how a know
ledge of ice conditions is useful to the Navy, and
of course the photographs implementing reports
of ice reconnaissances have proved extremely
useful to the Naval Meteorological Service.

The Interservice Topographical Section (a
branch of the Naval Intelligence Division) pro
duces, among other things, profusely iUu4tiratod
geographical handbooks. The volumes on the
countries of Northern Europe (which are still in

of production) contain many photographs
by G.R. aircraft of this Command, and any
photographs of topographical interest they may
take are most eagerly sought after.

course

The Central Interpretation Unit
Every successful photograph from an opera

tional sortie is sent to the Central Interpretation
Unit for several phases of expert examination,
which may disclose topographical and technical ●
information of value to specialist departments.
Our G.R- squadrons fly over enemy coastline, and
inland, used to do, but their
photographs still supply facts concerning beaches
^d coasts, from Kirkenes to Spain, and low
oblique photographs obtained on such .sorties

- Tiplement the vertical photographs taken at
-  altitudes by P.R.U. aircraft.

Experts in enemy naval building constantly
loam a lot from the P.R.U.’s high altitude photo-
crraphs, these obviously lack the sort of details
fhat can t>e seen in a “ close-up ” of a surfaced
t  diving U-Boat. Squadrons’ photographs of
^<>rnV convoys and warships, especially U-Boats,

and do disclose new developments.

Many hundreds of photographs of fishing vessels
,  g been taken in the past year, and a study of

Tti gives some idea of possible changes in their
Hits” under the stress of war. It may, for

●  +ance, disclose details about those bugbears of
-ft and submarines, the Vorposten or reporting

^ pis which look like local fishing boats and
ve almost like them, but actually wait and

^  British aircraft to report to the enemy.

^

can

 the C.I.U. our photographs pass through
^^merable other hands, all scrutinising them
technical developments of one sort or another,
on the look-out for new wireles? stations,

re or A.A. batteries, flak towers, and the Uke.
information goes to the specialist branches of

The , ̂ Naval, and Military Intelligence, the
T of Economic Warfare, and other Depart-

gireat

AU"the
Ministry

Assessing Attacks

Another important use of photographs is to
help in the assessment of attacks on U-Boats and
surface vessels. As explained elsewhere in this
issue, assessment is a complicated and tricky
procedure, which can be considerably helped by
good, or even indifferent, photographs. The
positions where depth-charges have fallen in
relation to a U-Boat, either surfaced or diving
can be ascertained, with a high degree of accura<^
from photographs, provided of course they show
both the U-Boat and the depth-charge marks in
the same picture. In the hurried seconds of an
attack, accurate measurement of distances by eye
is obviously a most difiicult feat, but ^a camera
can produce evidence that enables a reliable
estimate of the probability of damage to be made
To those who plan the anti-U-Boat war, it is iust
as important to know if a U-Boat was not damaged
in an attack (and therefore is still at sea) ^
know that it has probably been sunk
damaged to force it back to port.

as to
sufficiently

or

ments.

The
Our photographs are also examined with great

●  terest iu the Admiralty. Among the various
^rvices they render there are the identification,
and consequent notification, of blockade runners,
either inward or outward bound—^for example a
supply ®^P bound to the Caribbean with oil and
iQ^edoes for U-Boats. Once the vessel has been
recognised the necessary counter-measures can
be planned ; and a photograph often provides
conclusive evidence. In recent months, aircraft

anti-submarine and anti-shipping patrols have
^eral times succeeded in photographing a
ou

A photograph taken before an attack
merchant vessel is useful to show what sort of
ship it is. and no one wiU dispute that it is alwav^
difficult to describe accurately the type ^
tonnage of the attacked vessel. In attadcs
merchant vessels, or for that matter surface
vessels of any kind, it is rare for an aircraft's cre^
to be able to return with conclusive evidence th +
the attacked ship has sunk, or even with an

on a

and
on
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the Air Ministry and Admiralty Assessment
Committees. ● i

definite information about the hits obtained,..
because the modern defensive, armament of

shipping makes it most hazardous to wait about
^er an attack. A photograph taken during or
after the attack will show whether any hits were
obtained, and what part of the ship was hit.
From the knowledge gained from attacks by the
wemy on our own shipping, the expert can niake
a very reliable guess as to whether that ship got
home again or not. As in the case of U-Boat
attacks, it is almost equally important to know
that an attack has failed to sink a ship as. the
reverse, because to plan the war on the enemy's
lifelines the Ministry of Economic Warfare must
know where shortages of certain t^es of ship are
occurring. So the accurate assessment of shipping
attacks is vitally important, and photographs
play an invaluable part on the deliberations of

**

Coastal Command photographs are also usedby>
the map-making and various survey departments^
by other commands in the R.A.F. and by the'
War OflSce.

These are some of the many users of our photcn
graphs, and some of the more obvious us^ to
which they are put. Less obvious—and more'
secret—are the lessons learned from them, aiid
their value in training of one sort and another.

In consequence, it is no exaggeration to say
that there can never be enough operational'
photographs.' The appetite of the many who use
them .in the various services at home and abroad
will never be satisfied.

rescue from the sea
46 minutes—^in one case it took only
59 minutes ; and

Among the aircraft that ditched , between 4th
May and 9th July, 1942, w^re ten which illustrate
this point: Ri case the crew carried out the ●
correet W/T and ditching procedure, and in each .
caise they were saved with the mihimnm delay and
diisconi!^. None of the aircraft was nearer than

50 miles to the British coast; many were further.
One was 200 miles from the British and only
10 from the Dutch coast. Another was 400 miles
west of Ireland.
Yeti

(6) the average time between ditching and
was 6 hours 50 minutes m onerescue

case it took only 1 hour 24 minutes.

The moral is, the Air/Sea Rescue Squadrons axe
standing by at all times to do their job, but they, i
can only do it as efficiently as they did in the^s. H
ten cases if you meet them half-way by carryhig. |

I
I

(C46409) eSO $/43
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COASTAL COMMAND in the BATTLE

of the ATLANTIC JULY & AUG* 1942

SECRET

Total flying houi"s
bn Patrol.2679

Total flying hour^ on Patrol.
pBie HOURS ON CONVOY ESCORT.

OF WHICH' 358 HOURS ON PROTECTIVE SWEEPS.
11505 HOURS ON OFFENSIVE OPERATIONS.

230 HOURS ON CONVOY.
89 HOURS ON

PROTECTIVE SWEEPS,
2354 HOURS ON
OFFENSIVE OPERi^feONS.

AIRCRAFT SIGHTED NINE U/lfc)ATS"

OF WHICH SEVEN WER^ ATTAl3<ED.

OF WHICH

AIRCRAFT SIGHTED TH1RTYSEVEN U/BOATS
OF WHICH TWENTY EIGHT WERE ATTACKED.

/‘'B-

1233
Total flying hours on Ffetrol.

597 HOURS ON CONVOY ESCORT.
402 HOURS ON PROTECTIVE SWEEPS.
234 HOURS ON OFFENSIVE OPERATIONS.

4
OF WHICH

AIRCRAFT SIGHTED EIGHT U/BOATS OF WHICH FOUR

WERE |ATTACKED.
FIVE MERCHANT VESSELS WERE SUNK BY U/BOATS.

Total flying hobrs
on Patrol

Total flying houre on Patrol.
164 HOURS ON CONVOY ESCORT.
2265 HOURS ON OFFENSIVE OPERATIONS. ALL ON OFFENSIVE OPER

AIRCRAFT SIGHTED THIRTYFOUR

U/&0»FS-' OP^WHlc'o^TWEbtfY-

^-FIVE WERE ATTACKED.
\

IO
/

NS.

AIRCRAFT SIGHTED THIRTYFIVE U/BOATS OF WHICH
TWENTVnvE WERE ATTACKED.

ONE MERCHANT VESSEL SUNK BY U/BOAT.

GRAND TOTAL

13.864. Total flying hours on Ffeitrol.
1807 Hours on Convoy Escx>rt.

of which 849. Hours on Protective Sweeps,
11.208. Hours on offensive (^erations.

Aircraft sighted 123 U/Boats of which o9 were attacked.
6. Merchant Vessels were sunk by U/Boats.

£S.ib3

CHART 3.
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